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Abstract. Circuit breakers with automatic transfer switches (ATS) are designed in such a way that when 

the voltage disappears during a short-circuit (SC) in the ring network line, the ATS device is triggered. At 

the same time, its switch is turned on at short-circuit, then it is turned off with acceleration. Even a short-

term switching on of the automatic transfer switch for a sustained short-circuit leads to emergency situations 

[1,2]. The electrical equipment of the ring network spare line is exposed to high emergency short-circuit 

currents, and the consumers powered by the spare transformer are turned off. It is possible to minimize and 

eliminate the damages caused by the above mentioned cases by inhibiting the switching on of the circuit-

breaker of the automatic transfer switch. 

1 Introduction 
This method makes it possible to inhibit the switching on 

of the circuit breaker of the automatic transfer switch in 

the ring network for a sustained short-circuit; 

meanwhile, it is based on the principles of remote 

control of the operation of the circuit-breakers [3]. The 

method gives the opportunity to determine the location 

of the short circuit. In case, if it happened on a section of 

the line, adjacent to the circuit-breaker of the automatic 

transfer switch, then the switching on for a stable short 

circuit of the ATS circuit-breaker is inhibited [4,5].  

For this purpose, at the beginning of the overhead 

line, powered from the busbars of the power source, the 

short-circuit current is monitored. In this case, from the 

moment the short-circuit current appears, the amount of 

time, set by the operation time of the protection of the 

sectionalizing circuit-breaker, located in the power 

supply line together with the network ATS point, is 

counted [6,7]. 

Next, the time of the appearance of the second inrush 

of the short-circuit current is monitored by controlling 

the time of the no-current pause of the automatic 

reclosing after the disappearance of the short-circuit 

current at the end of the first inrush of the short-circuit 

current. The operation time of the protection of the 

sectionalizing circuit-breaker is counted; and if after this 

period of time the second inrush of the short-circuit 

current disappears, then the fact of a sustained short-

circuit in this line is determined. Next, an inhibition 

signal to switch on the circuit-breaker of the automatic 

transfer switch is given and the presence of a sustained 

short circuit in this line is established. 

2 Theoretical research 
The work of the method for inhibitingan automatic 

transfer switch of the circuit-breakerfor a sustained short 

circuit is carried out as follows.In normal mode of 

operation, the sectionalizing circuit-breaker is on and the 

circuit-breaker of the automatic transfer switch point is 

off.At the output, due to the operating current,there is a 

certain value of the output signal, not sufficient for the 

operation of the short-circuit current sensor, therefore the 

presence of the output signal at one of the inputs of the 

circuit elements is insufficient for their operation. 

Thecircuitdoesnotstart [8].  

In case of a short circuit, the value of the output 

signal is sufficient to actuate the short-circuit current 

sensor, therefore a signal appears at its output.The signal 

is memorized by the MEMORY element and is fed to the 

input of the DELAY element, from the output of which 

the signal will appear after a time interval equal to the 

delay time of the protection operation of the 

sectionalizing circuit-breaker.The signal that existed at 

the output of the element at the moment of the 

appearance of the first inrush of the short-circuit current 

will disappear, and at the moment of disconnection of 

this inrush short-circuit current, it will reappear and go to 

the first input of the element.Thus, the presence of two 

input signals will lead to the appearance of a signal at its 

output, which will go to the input of the MEMORY 

element, be remembered by it and will go to the input of 

the DELAY element.At the output of this element, the 

signal will appear after a time equal to the time of the 

no-current pause of the automatic closing of the 
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automatic reclosing of the sectionalizing circuit-

breaker.At this moment, as a result of automatic 

reclosing of the sectionalizing circuit-breaker, a short-

circuit current reappears; therefore, a signal will also 

come from the short-circuit current sensor to the first 

input of the element.The presence of two input signals 

on this element will result in its output signal.It will go 

to the input of the MEMORY element, will be 

remembered by it, and will ensure the presence of an 

input signal at the DELAY element.From the output of 

this element, the signal will appear after a time equal to 

the operation time of the protection of the sectionalizing 

circuit-breaker and it will appear at the input of the 

SINGLE-VIBRATOR element.The SINGLE-

VIBRATOR element will give a single impulse, which 

will go to the MEMORY elements, will "reset" them. 

And if at this moment of time the disappearance of the 

second inrush of the short-circuit current occurs, then the 

fact of repeated disconnection of the sectionalizing 

circuit-breakerand the presence of a sustained short-

circuit in the line are established. A signal will appear at 

the output of the element, which will ensure the 

inhibition of switching on for a sustained short circuit of 

the circuit-breaker of the automatic transfer switch in the 

ring network. 

To implement this method of inhibition, an algorithm 

has been developed. Herewith, the initial stage of the 

algorithm provides for the presence of the operating 

current and the minimum short-circuit current, as well as 

the delay time for the automatic reclosing of the circuit- 

breaker[9,10,11].  

This algorithm served as the basis for creating means 

of implementing the inhibition of the automatic transfer 

switch of the circuit-breaker for a sustained short-

circuit.It does not matter on what element base the 

technical implementation of this method will be 

performed.It should be noted that the inhibition signal 

can be simultaneously applied not only to the automatic 

transfer switch circuit, but also to the server for storing 

and processing information about the network state. [10]. 

 

Fig. 1.Algorithm for the implementation of the method for 

inhibiting the switching on of the circuit-breaker of the 

automatic transfer switch in the ring network. 

3 Technical implementation 
The proposed method for inhibiting the automatic 

transfer switch of the circuit- breaker for a sustained 

short circuit is implemented in a device installed in the 

ring network line. The device is made on the basis of an 

analog-to-digital converter, from which information is 

transmitted to the server for storing and processing 

information through wireless communication channels. 

The device consists of a block for connecting a 

current sensor and a block for converting and analyzing 

the input signal, which is also necessary for the 

formation and transmission of digital data to a computer 

for further analysis [11,12] (Figure 2). 

A series of experiments was carried out for a detailed 

check of the remote control functionality. During the 

experiments, the magnitude of the current surges issued 

by the simulator varied within the range from the 

minimum value to the maximum possible short-circuit 

current. (30 A in current circuits). 
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Fig. 2.Schematic diagram of a current simulator (SA1, SA2 – 

circuit-breakers; FU1 – fuse; HL1 – light signaling; R1, R3 – 

load resistance; SB1.1, SB1.2 – push-button station contacts; 

R2 – controlled resistance; pT1 – electric stopwatch; pV1 – 

voltmeter; KL1 – intermediate relay; T1 – autotransformer; 

SA3 – switch; TV1 – voltage transformer; pA1, pA2 – 

ammeters; KL1.1, KL1.2 – opening and closing contacts of the 

intermediate relay; TA1, TA2 – current transformers). 

In addition, the current value of the sectionalized line 

was changed from zero to the maximum possible value 

taken with a large margin (5 A). The data are displayed 

as a waveform.  

The experiments carried out during laboratory tests 

were made several times. Moreover, at first, several 

similar situations were repeated in a row, and then these 

situations were carried out randomly [13,14]. 

4 Conclusions 
Thus, the use of the inhibition of automatic transfer 

switch of the circuit-breaker for a sustained short circuit 

allows:  

1. to inhibit the switching on of an automatic transfer 

switch of the circuit-breaker for a sustained short circuit 

both with two- and three-phase sustained short-circuit in 

lines with sectionalized points; 

2. the developed technical means for the 

implementation of this method make it possible to 

increase the reliability of power supply to consumers due 

to the fact that tripping of the switch of the automatic 

transfer switch for sustained short circuits will be 

excluded. 
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